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Intrinsic and Extrinsic Biomarkers for the Assessment of Risks from Environmental UV 

Radiation
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 In the last decades the knowledge of the effects of UV radiation on human health, especially in 

skin cancerogenesis, but also in immunsuppression, photoaging, eye damages, has enlarged 

strongly. The increasing solar UV radiation and changes in life style strengthen the necessity to 

identify and quantitate intrinsic biomarkers which are indicative for the individual UV susceptibility 
and the accumulated individual UV burden. For the risk assessment of potentially deleterious UV 

effects extrinsic biomarkers have to be developed and tested as personal biological UV 

dosimeters. One example for such a well characterized biological UV dosimeter is the DLR-

biofilm which consists of spores of the bacterium Bacillus subtilis as UV sensitive target. 
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BIOLOGICAL UV EFFECTS

 The increased exposure of the human population to UV radi-
ation, as a result of depletion of stratospheric ozone leading to 
an increase of ground-level UVB, but also as a result of a 
change in life style and leasure activities, has led to concern 
about potential deleterious health effects. 

 In the skin a well-known UV-induced acute effect is the for-
mation of erythema. Chronic changes include skin cancer (both 
melanoma and non-melanocytic), benign abnormalities of 
melanocytes, and a range of other chronic injuries to ker-
atinocytes, blood vessels and fibrous tissue (photoaging). On 
the eye UV induces acute, but reversible effects like photoker-
atitis and photoconjunctivitis as well as chronic effects like 

pterygium, squameous cell cancer of the conjunctiva and 
cataracts. The function of the immune system can be modified 
by UV. The immune response appears to become suppressed. 
This may enhance the risk of infection and decrease the effec-
tiveness of vaccines in humans 1). 

 Up to now the observed interindividual differences in the 
susceptibility of humans belonging to the same population to 
cancer in general or to UV-induced skin cancer in particular is 
not completely understood2,3). 

 Complex phenomena like cancer induction or skin aging are 
visible biological endpoints of a complicated chain of events

between the first step, the physical absorption of UV by cellu-

lar target molecules, the following photochemical and photobi-

ological reactions and the final manifestation in the organism, 

which may occur even years later. At the cellular level differ-

ent defense mechanisms against the deleterious effects of UV 

have been established. The most critical target inside the cell is 

the DNA. Every organism, fom bacteria to humans, has 

developed several DNA repair pathways which are able to 

restore the original information coded by the DNA. Many 

of these mechnisms are able to complement and/or replace 

each other4-7).

INTRINSIC BIOMARKERS

 To understand the reason for the individual UV susceptibili-

ty and to asses the risks resulting from ambient UV exposure 
and from artificial UV sources it is necessary to investigate the 
molecular and cellular damage-processing reactions and the 

resulting changes in signal transduction in more detail. It 
should be possible to define biochemical parameters which can 
be used as intrinsic biomarkers for the individual UV burden 
and for the risk assessment. 

 For monitoring of short-term UV effects the identification 
and quantification of DNA photoproducts can be used. Some 

photoproducts like pyrimidindimers are formed by direct ener-
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gy absorption of the DNA8,9). 
 Other photoproducts are the result of the indirect UV effect 

where different cellular UV targets, the socalled photosensitiz-
ers, are excited by UV radiation and react with cellular compo-
nents thereby creating reactive oxygen species (ROS). The 
ROS themselves can react with DNA to give typical oxidative 
DNA damages, e.g. 8-hydroxyguanin, which are found in ele-
vated levels in precancerous and cancerous tissues 10) 
Macromolecular carbonyls in the human stratum corneum 
which can be measured non-invasively, have been proposed 
as a biomarker for environmental oxidant exposure includ-
ing UV 11) 

 The cellular UV-damage processing can result in typical 
UV signature mutations' because some of the repair mecha-
nisms are error-prone. These mutations can also be used as 
intrinsic biomarkers for previous longer-lasting UV exposures, 
especially, if these mutations occur in important genes like 
tumor suppressor genes or protooncogenes, for instance in the 
tumor suppressor gene p5312,13). 

 Other examples of bioassays for the determination of indi-
vidual cancer susceptibility are the measurement of the indi-
vidual DNA repair capacity or the of kinetics of enzymatic 
DNA repair reactions 14,15) 

 UV-induced gene expression, for instance of c-fos or c jun 16) 
or of genes for the antioxidative defence mechanisms can also 
serve as biomarker. Other gene products which are important 
for skin tumor promotion and progression like angiogenesis 
factors or matrix-metalloproteinases have to be examined as 

possible candidates for intrinsic biomarkers17). 
 Due to the complexity of all these reactions the UV dose-

response relationship is very often unknown. Biological UV

effects are always strongly wavelength-dependent. Many 

effects increase with decreasing UV(A+B) wavelengths. Quite 
different examples for biological action spectra describing the 
relative wavelength efficiency are given in Fig. 1 18). The 
experiments which are necessary to determine the dose-

response functions and the wavelength-dependencies are 
extensive and long-lasting. They require a careful experimental 
design with special emphasis on accurate UV dosimetry at the 

position of the sample during the irradiations. 
 Therefore, it is desirable to develop in parallel to the identifi-

cation and characterization of intrinsic biomarkers extrinsic 
biomarkers which can be correlated to the intrinsic ones and 
serve as a tool for the assessment of the individual UV burden.

EXTRINSIC BIOMARKERS FOR 
BIOLOGICAL UV DOSIMETRY

 Different biomolecules and simple biological systems have 
been proposed and tested as extrinsic biomarkers for biological 
UV dosimetry (see Tab. 1, from 19), and the literature cited 
there). They weight the UV radiation according to its biologi-

cal effectiveness per se. However, to be applicable as a reliable 
UV dosimeter they have to fulfill several criteria which are 
summarized in Tab. 2. Some of these criteria are specific for 
wavelength- and time-integrating biological UV dosimeters, 
most of the others also have to be fulfilled by any other 

radiometer. 

THE BIOLOGICAL UV DOSIMETER'DLR-BIOFILM' 

 One of these systems, the 'DLR-biofilm', has been developed

h/nm

Figure 1. Examples for different biological action spectra (normalized at 300 nm) (modified from a summary in 18))
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Table 1. Examples for extrinsic biomarkers as biological UV dosimeters*.

and tested as field UV dosimeter, for instance in remote areas 
like Antarctica or in space, and as personal UV dosimeter 20-22). 

 The biofilm is a wavelength- and time-integrating biological 
UV dosimeter which weights the UV radiation according to its 
DNA-damaging potential. It consists of dried spores of the 
bacterium B. subtilis immobilized on the surface of a plastic 

sheet. After UV exposure each biofilm is calibrated in the labo-
ratory with a standard UVC lamp on previously unexposed 
calibration areas. The following incubation in nutrient medium 
results in bacterial growth from undamaged or only slightly 

damaged spores. After staining of the biomass formed thereby 
inside the biofilm the evaluation is done by image analysis. As 
result the biologically effective dose for each measurement 
area is obtained as equivalent dose of an irradiation with UVC 
of 254nm giving the same biological effect. Exposure boxes 

for different biofilm formates were constructed which allow 
the exposure of several measurement areas on each biofilm to 
natural or artificial UV sources. The design depends on the 
individual measurement purpose, e.g. long-term or short-term 

stationary measurements, automatic determination of diurnal 
UV profiles of one week per biofilm, or underwater measure-
ments. 
 For the application as personal UV dosimeter additional 

requirements have to be fulfilled than those concerning the 
radiometric properties mentioned in Tab. 2. like (i) a large 
dynamic range due to significant individual variations in sun 

exposure, (ii) the avoidance of shadowing of the measurement

areas by the dosimeter housing itself while the person is mov-

ing relative to the UV source, (iii) protection of the UV sensor 
against physical and chemical damages during use, (iv) light-

protected calibration areas and dark control areas, (v) comfort-
able wearing, (vi) easy handling. The DLR-biofilm exposure 
housings of personal UV dosimeters are made of plastics and 
contain the biofilm in a water-tight biofilmstack (Fig. 2). 
Polyamid gazes which serve as neutral density filters are inte-

grated in the frame for the separation of individual measure-
ment areas in addition to a foil used as cut-off filter for UVB. 

 These biofilm dosimeters are in use now to determine the 
individual UV exposure in different groups of the German 

population, like school children, indoor workers etc. 
Measurement periods of two weeks including three weekends 
were choosen in different seasons, thereby excluding holiday 

periods. One biofilm dosimeter is worn during the working 
days, another one during the weekends to obtain informations 
about the magnitude and distribution of UV exposure during 

normal work and during leasure activities. In addition, a proto-
col of outdoor periods should be written with the accuracy of 
half an hour. Stationary UV measurements with biofilms, but 

also with RB-meters and a spectroradiometer are performed in 

parallel. Fig. 3 shows exemplary the results for a group of 
school children in May/June 1997. In general the UV exposure 
in each group was very inhomogenious due to the strong 

dependence on behaviour, ranging from more than 400 Jeff m-2 
to less than 10 Jeff m-2 for the sum of the three weekends.
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Table 2. Criteria for reliable biological UV dosimeters.
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Figure 2. Plastic housing of the personal biofilm UV dosimeter.

Figure 3. Biologically effective personal UV doses of a group of 12 school children in May/June 1997 in Germany .

CONCLUSIONS

 Further experiments to identify and quantitate intrinsic bio-
markers for UV exposure and for individual cancer susceptibil-

ity are necessary. The use of biological UV dosimeters, like the 
'DLR -biofilm' , can support the assessment of risk resulting 
from ambient solar UV, but also from artificial UV sources 
like sunbeds.
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